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AUSTRALIA EXPO-SED 

This is a model of the Australian Pavilion for the Osaka 
1970 Expo. James McCormack, principal architect 
Commonwealth PWD (Canberra) designed the exterior of 
the beast, and the display will be via an arterial moving 
pavement visiting Australiana exhibits, designed by 
Robin Boyd. The same team were responsible for the 
outside and inside respectively for the Australian Pavilion 
at the Montreal Expo, which was not without merit. But 
omygawd, this effort has about as much design sense 
and structural integrity as one of those welded chain 
letter box supports. 
If The firm of Lund, Hutton, Newell and Paulsen Pty Ltd 
of Brisbane and Townsville, has won the Mount Ise 
Civic Design Competition. 

P.M.: We wouldn't give them any space at home but 
solved their problems by Export Action." 



 

Australia Square, Sydney, won the Sulman Award 1967. 
Harry Seidler & Associates, architects; Civil & Civic Pty 
Ltd, engineering design and builders; Professor Pier 
Luigi Nervi (Rome), structural consultant; Consentini 
Associates (New York), mechanical consultants; Edison 
Price Inc. (New York), lighting. The awarding jury noted 
"the building makes a sensitive contribution to rational 
and technologically derived architecture. It manifests 
the acceptance by the Architect of the responsibility that 
a building should be extrapolated into the whole field of 
civic design, and consequently it enhances the appear- 
ance, interest and life of the city. It shows an imaginative 
use of site, and a careful and simple resolution of 
complex functions and traffic movements. The building 
displays a quiet consistency, economy and restraint, in 
overall and in detail. It provides a generous contri- 
bution, through the gift of a very desirable open space 
and major and well-related works of art, to a sense of 
popular involvement in it". It is in fact, a building which 
not only architects may admire but it also is obviously 
enjoyed by the people who walk past it, work in it, or 
visit it on business or as a tourist. C-S recently took 
the tourist trip, and after a false start at the George 
Street level, began again at the lower shopping plaza, 
and begrudgingly paid a dollar for the privilege of the 
non-stop 48 floors ride to the "Skywalk", in one of the 
neat, slightly wedge-shaped lifts. No sensation of speed 
other than that indicated by the floor number lights, a 
slight rushing noise and a very minor buffeting, just 
sufficient to make you feel you really are moving. The 
view is worth the dollar. An architect could spend 
twelve months up there, just looking around and down, 
sketching and thinking, and for someone to do this 
might do Sydney city planning and architecture more 
good than a dozen overseas trips. Someone ought to 
apply for a permanent booking at a ringside table in the 
revolving summit restaurant, on behalf of one of those 
building products sponsored scholarships. From this 
height. the dandruff of services and lift housings that 
sprinkles the heads of even the newest city buildings is 
an embarrassing sign of neglect. Of course the proles 
can't get to the Summit restaurant, one floor below, from 
the Skywalk, without returning to ground and going up 
again. There is some ambiguity about which of the 
three banks of low, medium and high rise lift groups to 
choose from if you are trying to explore the building 
rather than simply go from A to B, and if you try to buck 
the system by using the fire escape stairs, be fore- 
warned that the door you try to exit from is probably 
locked. On the 8th floor shopping centre the corridor 
annulus around the lift core would be better if orienta- 
tion was more carefully signalled, say by a graduation 
in colour from north to south, but generally the problem 
of circumnavigation to destination instead of linear pro-
gress is soon learnt and overcome. The Nervi contri- 
butions under the first and second floors of the tower 
make an unusually lyrical and gentle pattern out of 
concrete ribs, and outside, the great black steel Calder 
sculpture is gaunt and dramatic, seeming to have more 
strength than the structural ceilings. The tapestries by 
Vasarely and Le Corbusier are also fine acquisitions, 
one wishes only that they could hang at eye-level. 
Altogether, this tiny area of 11/2 acres that is Australia 
Square has more architectural urbanity than anything 
that can be seen from it. 
¶ We apologise for an omission in the July issue from 
the CAA list of 12 Australian Universities and Colleges 
granting qualifications in architecture. The West Aus-
tralian Institute of Technology which awards an "Asso-
ciateship in Architecture" should be included. 
if The demolition of the Capitol Theatre last year left 
Perth without a suitable venue for its orchestral concerts. 
This situation is in the process of being remedied with 
the State Government giving a prime site in St. George's 
Terrace and up to $1 million, the Perth City Council to 
provide the rest. Howlett and Bailey are about to be 
appointed architects on the strength of their original 
competition-winning entry for Council House (completed) 
and Town-cum-Concert Hall (never built). 
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¶ The NSW State Planning Authority has offered to 
contribute $25,000 towards the cost of buying and pre-
serving Elizabeth Farm House, Parramatta, built by 
John Macarthur in 1793-94. Between $80,000 and 
$100,000 is required altogether for purchase and restora-
tion. Gifts for the purchase fund may be sent to the 
Secretary, Parramatta Trust, Box 41, P.O., Parramatta, 
2150; or the Secretary, Royal Australian Historical 
Society, 58 Young Street, Sydney, 2000. 
¶Mr K. D. Morris, a Queensland Master Builder, has been 
elected president of the Australian Institute of Building, 
succeeding Mr F. O. Watts of Victoria. 
¶ As a result of the limited architectural competition, 
the Sydney firm of Edwards, Madigan & Torzillo have 
been appointed architects for the National Gallery in 
Canberra. 
¶ Ernest Milston, architect and townplanner (with Bogle 
& Banfield, carparks in Melbourne, with Don Fulton, the 
town of Mary Kathleen), died, aged 75. 
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A mannerist relish of junctions detailed with extra-
ordinary ebulliance and stairwells of hectic drama place 
this building for Readers Digest, in Sydney, outside the 
usual ambit of least-is-most office buildings. Paradoxic-
ally, in this desperate manipulation of minor formal 
components, it is the plain panels of brickwork and the 
overall rectangular rigidity of the plan that seem to be 
out of place constraints. John James & Assoc., archts; 
consultants: Docker Smith, structural; D. S. Thomas & 
Partners, mechanical; F. T. Eastment & Sons, builder. 
B. MacKenzie, landscape; Thomson & Wark, q. sur-
veyors; Douglas Annand, cast iron work. Cost $1,690,000. 
¶ The Australian Council of National Trusts will hold a 
seminar on "The Preservation of Urban Landscape" at 
the A.N.U. from August 16th to 18th. The Sydney suburb 
of Paddington and the rural Tasmanian village of Rich-
mond have been chosen as cases for detailed study. 
The Council hopes to utilise the seminar report as a 
basis for draft legislation to Governments. 
¶ The N.C.D.C. has let a contract for the construction of 
a $3 million, 13-storey building in Canberra's Russell 
defence precinct. The building will consist of a slip-
formed reinforced concrete services core, the surround-
ing floors being constructed of ribbed precast concrete 
units, supported at the perimeter by precast frame units 
which form the structural envelope of the building. 
Architects: Collard, Clarke and Jackson, of Sydney; 
Engineers: Ove Arup and Partners; Builders: Mainline 
Constructions (ACT) Pty Ltd. Construction will take 2 
years. 

Project house awards given by the NSW Chapter of the 
R.A.I.A.: Category $7,000-$10,000 was won by this 10 
square house (top photo), Ancher Mortlock Murray & 
Woolley, archts; Pettit & Sevitt Constructions Pty Ltd, 
client. Tiled gambrel roof, timber post and beam con-
struction, with non-loadbearing walls, cedar framed 
sliding windows. Category $10,000-$13,000, won by a 
14 square house (lower photo), Michael Dysart, archi-
tect; Program Building Industries, client. Split level, 
sloping ceilings, brick veneer, tile roof. No award was 
made in the $13,000-$18,000 category, as the jury con-
sidered none of those nominated in that range to be of 
high enough standard. 

This 7-storey office building replacing the Capitol 
Theatre in Perth central business area is standard in 
planning, services and construction methods for its type. 
It demonstrates one answer to a confined east-west site 
solving problems of light and air-conditioning load with 
the use of white precast concrete sun breakers set 
within sand blasted grey concrete frame. Site depth 
allowed garden setback at front and 33 car park at rear. 
Two lifts, central air conditioning plant, lighting, power 
and telephone grids, carpet; requirements demanded of 
central city office space with a bonus in storage allowed 
by the external spandrel precast sill section; costing 
approximately $1,280 per square. J. Marshall Flower & 
Assoc. with R. Hanlin as Project Architect, M. Carrigg, 
structural engineer and Multiplex Constructions, builder. 



DUNLOP 
FLOORING 

SERVICE 

Flawless Floors . s • 

like the one illustrated, are a joy to behold year after year despite heavy traffic, when the flooring 

is Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos Floor Tiles. 

In order to stand up to the continuous battery of busy feet, stiletto heels—and in some cases 

moisture and chemical attack, tiles must contain the correct balance of P.V.C. and Asbestos—like 

Dunlop Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tiles for example. They take a terrific beating yet stay fresh and 

beautiful for ages, require little or no maintenance. It's worth remembering! Where floor traffic 

is heavy specify Dunlop Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tiles—their beauty is built-in. 

DUNLOPILLO PTY. LTD., FLOORING DEPARTMENT. 
Syd.: 185 Canterbury Rd., Bankstown 70 0231 Adel.: 412 Main North East Rd., Hobart: 179-191 Murray St. 	34 3515 
Melb.: 7 Radford Road, Reservoir 	46 4861 Windsor Gardens 	61 3611 Launceston: 328 Invermay Rd. 6 0261 
Bris.: Precision St., Salisbury North 	47 1691 Perth: 424 Murray St. 	21 8141 

Dunlop Vinyl Asbestos Tiles. Flexible Vinyl Tiles. Rubber Flooring. Linoleums. Trowelled underlays. 
Parquetry and smooth surface floor coverings of all types. DA4R 
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